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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 organization.
You configure the accepted domains as shown in the following
table.
You configure the MX records in DNS as shown in the following
table.
In the Exchange organization you create a mail user named User1
who has the following email addresses:
* [email&#160;protected]
* [email&#160;protected]
* [email&#160;protected]
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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Answer: D
Explanation:
What Is Administrative Distance?
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/tech/tk365/technologies_tech_note091
86a0080094195.shtml Select the Best Path Administrative
distance is the first criterion that a router uses to determine
which routing protocol to use if two protocols provide route
information for the same destination. Administrative distance
is a measure of the trustworthiness of the source of the
routing information. Administrative distance has only local
significance, and is not advertised in routing updates.
Note: The smaller the administrative distance value, the more
reliable the protocol. For example, if a router receives a
route to a certain network from both Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) (default administrative distance - 110) and Interior
Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP) (defaultadministrative distance
- 100), the router chooses IGRP because IGRP is more reliable.
This means the router adds the IGRP version of the route to the
routing table.
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